
Client Testimonial:

“Bought as a gift for my sister, all I needed to do was give Lauren a photograph 
and any specifics and she did the rest! I got to see what the print looked like before 
printing, just in case I wanted any changes made. My sister loved it and thought it 
was so cute. My favourite part was the family dog!”

- Lesley L

Portrait Commissions:

Lesley purchased a family portrait as a gift for her sister’s Christmas. Diesel the doggo 
was my favourite to illustrate! She simply sent me photo’s of each family member and 
I used them for reference.

The boys even were even wearing specific tshirts with their fave superheroes on 
them! A number of individual images can be used to create the portrait eg. outfit 
from one and hair style from another.



Portrait Commissions:

A personalised portrait makes a thoughtful gift for a loved one, and is a great addition 
to any home. From family and friends to your fave film character!

Amy purchased a custom Mother’s Day portrait, the perfect gift for the special 
women in her life. She also purchased a portrait for her Gran’s birthday, created 
using a specific photograph from a fun, pamper day they spent together!

Client Testimonial:

“I love getting portraits commissioned by Lauren, any time I need a personalised 
birthday gift that is unique I send over a photo and it’s brought to life in Laurens 
quirky style. They are a hit with my friends and family, capturing the finest details to 
really bring the memory to life. I enjoy the process, Lauren always sends over drafts 
to check the progress and if I am happy, tweaking little bits when I ask. Always 
happy with the result.

I am considering using Lauren’s design abilities to create my brand logo for a 
business idea I have in future. I’m excited to see what we can come up with.”

- Amy C


